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Track 
 

Storytelling 
in a Business 
Context  

Tech 
 

Coaching & 
Facilitating  

Lean and 
Safe  

Future 
Looking  

Time 
 

Big Room 
     

Far End 
 

Far End 
 

Room 
 

Hall of Justice 
 

Batcave 
 

Coliseum 
 

Spectrum Franklin Mint 
 

  
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8:30-10:00 Optional Lean 
Coffee for those done off-
site 
 
10:00 – 11:00 Optional 
Lean Coffee done on-site 
at Frontline 
 

   
Coffee 

 
Coffee 

 

Lean Coffees are  
experiments this year 

            

10:00-11:00 Drive Time 
 
Official Start Time of  
the Conference is 11:00 
am 

           

11:00-12:00 Morning 
Session  

Victor Yocco 
Putting the 
User into User 
Experience 

 

David Bulkin & 
Verlisa Taylor 
Making Agile 
Work in a 
Hostile 
Environment 

 

Andre Dhondt 
– The 90 
Second Rule  

Steve Pashley, 
Elsevier  
Applying Lean UX 
 
Joel Chew – 7 
Principles of Lean 

 

Lightning Talks 
John Voris - Storytelling is Hard 
 
Deb Kandebo - Coaching and 
Influencing 
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Room  
 

Hall of Justice 
 

Batcave 
 

Coliseum 
 

Spectrum Franklin Mint 
 

 

12:00-1:00 Lunch          

During Lunch, look for the 
Suggestion Box, 
to add a topic to Future Issues, 
while you go to another session 

            

1:00-2:00 First Afternoon 
Session  

Tom Cagley 
Storytelling the 
Big Picture in 
an Agile 
Manner 

 

Siva 
Sundararaman, 
Gallup Solns - 
Be Cost 
Effective with 
Agile 
Development, 
Migrating to 
Selenium 

 

Jennifer 
Honerman 
Coaching 
where you 
live: An 
internal 
coach’s 
perspective 
on how to 
thrive 

 

Mike 
McCalla 
Lean vs. 
SAFe 
 

 

Tom Gradel & 
Panel 
Open 
Discussion on 
The Future of 
Agile ( Agile 2.0  
) 

 

            

2:15-3:15 Second Session  
Panel of Experts and Raffle  

Everyone 
assembles 
in the Big 
Room 

         

            

3:30-4:30 Third Session 
 

Jessica Long 
Found in 
Translation 
 - Building 
Alliances 
 through 
Analogies  

 

Paul Snyder 
Functional 
Testing   

Richard 
Kornstedt 
Facilitating  

Robert 
Shaw 
SAFe at 
the 
Enterprise 
Level 

 

Open Forum 
AgilePhilly 
Changes 
or another 
pressing topic  
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Lean Coffees in the Morning, at locations throughout the city and suburbs and at our host company Frontline Education. 
To volunteer to facilitate at a Lean Coffee or to attend, we will be using AgilePhilly.Slack.com to coordinate efforts. 
Likewise, those needing the Shuttle Van from the Malvern Train Station to Frontline, AgilePhilly.Slack.com is the coordination website. 
 
You will need to pick your sessions when buying your ticket.  This is so we can adjust rooms to match audience interest. 
 
MORNING SESSION 11:00 to 12:00  
Speaker – Topic – Room – Description 
 

Victor Yocco – UX: Putting the User in User Experience:  Five common user research methods – Big Room –  

Victor is a leader in the UX User Experience world here in Philly, and was a speaker at the joint AgilePhilly – PhillyCHI meeting in June 2016.  
Victor will be covering the importance of including user research in UX design.  He covers: When to use specific types of research methods and 
the type of data you will get.  And he details five specific research methods user researchers commonly use. 
 
David Bulkin & Verlisa Taylor  of GrowLean - Making Agile Work in a Hostile Environment – Batcave - Verlisa’s project was behind 
schedule, over budget, re-baselined twice and nearly cancelled. One third of the staff was gone. Come to this interactive case study, guess the 
next step, find out how Verlisa’s project thrived, and get practical take-a-ways you can apply at work. Presented at Agile 2015 and the Scrum 
Gathering, with near perfect feedback scores; come and find out why. 
 
Andre Dhondt - Speed Refinement: the 90-Second Rule - Coliseum – Andre Dhondt is back. Can you follow these rules that start with letting 
the story speak for itself? This and other meeting hacks will help your facilitation skills. 
 
Steve Pashley of Elsevier - Applying Lean UX – Spectrum – Applying Lean UX in an enterprise setting requires more than just the adoption of a 
set of processes. Successful implementation of Lean UX requires an organization mind shift. This discussion will focus on how we’ve attempted to 
promote those shifts, and the challenges and successes we’ve encountered. 
 
Lightning Talks - John Voris - Storytelling is Hard - Deb Kandebo - Coaching and Influencing – Franklin Mint – Agile is hard.  And making a 
compelling story of our Agile effort is hard, too.  That is why we meet and share ideas and stories about our journeys.  John will demonstrate his 
thinking through a Pecha Kucha, 20 slides at 20 seconds each.   
 
The Role of an Agile Manager. Deb who spoke in February 2016 comes back to remind us that as an Agile Manager, you are the advocate and 
champion for your team.  Agile Management is servant leadership: putting people first in support of the organization’s success.  There will be a 
focus on facilitation and collaboration. 
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LUNCH 12:00 – 1:00  
Remember to mingle and get the answer to your Agile Term printed on your Raffle Ticket. 
Also look for the Suggestion Box of Ideas for Improving Agile Philly and Improving Agile in General to offer your topic ideas to the open sessions in 
the afternoon. 
 
FIRST AFTERNOOON SESSION 1:00 – 2:00  
Speaker – Topic – Room - Description 
 
Tom Cagley of DCG Software Value - Storytelling: Discover the Big Picture for Agile Efforts – Big Room - Backlog development via 
storytelling. One of the dilemmas most Agile teams face is how to generate an initial backlog. The best way to do this is by assembling a cross-
functional team and using facilitated storytelling to generate a set of scenarios, which are then decomposed into features, epics, and user stories 
using standard grooming techniques. This process not only provides the team with the information needed to create user stories, but also provides 
context for what is being built. 
 
Siva Sundararaman of Gallup Solns - Be Cost Effective with Agile Development, Migrating to Selenium - Batcave 
Organizations are increasingly looking to increase product velocity while reducing cost, effort and time. Test Automation has emerged as one of 
the key levers for IT organizations to increase throughput and accelerate rollout cycles. Open Source tools like Selenium have become 
mainstream and have emerged as strong contenders in the space that has been traditionally dominated by commercial tool providers. These tools 
integrate seamlessly with existing development methodologies, but organizations are challenged with the investment in existing automated 
solutions and the ability to integrate them into current environments. In this session, we will look at the industry trends for test automation in agile 
and the solution to migrate technical debt through test automation. 
 

Jennifer Honerman of Capital One - Coaching where you live:  An internal coach’s perspective on how to thrive – Coliseum - 
Jennifer maps out tips and techniques to apply within your own organization to help root your internal coaching practice.  She shows you 
resources to stay fresh, current, and relevant as a coach in an organization that you permanently live in. And then how an increased network of 
internal coaches helps to collaborate with you in the future. 

  
Mike McCalla - Lean Startup in the Enterprise – Spectrum - What if I told you we are experiencing the thrills of a Lean Startup and the perks of 
large enterprise? We have proven it can be done, and not in any old environment, but the highly regulated and governed one that is the financial 
industry. Find out how we took collaboration with the business to a whole new level by adopting a Lean Startup mentality.    
( Was just presented at AgileCamp NYC to great reviews )  
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Tom Gradel and Panel – An Open Discussion on the Future of Agile – Franklin Mint – Last year, the topic of Agile 2.0 was first floated.  This 
discussion will delve into the problems currently experienced by large and small organizations alike as they become agile.  We know that 
sometimes Agile is not all it is cracked up to be, so what are the alternatives?  Join us as moderator Tom Gradel asks this of David Bulkin and 
Michael Geiser and others to point us to the way of the future. 
 
SECOND AFTERNOON SESSION 2:15-3:15 -  Panel of Experts and Raffle in the Big Room 
Prizes are only offered to those who know their Agile Term. 
 
THIRD AFTERNOOON SESSION 3:30 – 4:30  
Speaker – Topic – Room – Description 
 
Jessica Long -  Found in Translation - Building Alliances through Analogies – Hall of Justice – In UX, meaningful analogies, through words and 
imagery can help transform an individual’s mindset.  Explore relatable parallels and impressionable pictures that help any cynic overcome self-
imposed mental barriers around Agile. Jessica uses real life comparisons and relative material to challenge your listener’s world of familiarity and 
preconceived notions. 
 
Paul Snyder- Functional Testing For Hard-To-Test Software Using Docker and Wiremock – Batcave  
Unit tests are useful but myopic. Integration testing is essential but can be hard to integrate into your moment-to-moment development process. 
Linux containers (as made popular by Docker) make it easy to build miniature environments on your workstation that are suitable for repeatable 
testing of complex software environments. In this talk, we'll look at using Docker, Wiremock, and other open source tools to test important 
properties of your distributed systems.  Paul is a co-organizer for the Philadelphia Linux User Group PLUG, the Philly Lambda Functional 
.programming meetup, and the Clojadelphia Clojure users group, as well as leader of Philly Java User Group. 
 
Richard Kornstedt – Facilitating – Coliseum - How to be a Facilitator of Any Meeting (This is not about Coaching and Team Building, but how to 
make meetings more productive. ) 
 
Robert Shaw of Frontline - SAFe (Scaled Agile) at the Enterprise Level - Spectrum – 
People’s first exposure to the Scaled Agile Framework for Enterprise (SAFe) can be very overwhelming. In this session, Robert who is SPC4 
SAFe Certified, will break the SAFe framework down into a series of familiar patterns for you to help better align strategy with execution.  
 
Open Forum - AgilePhilly Changes, or another pressing topic with Andre Dhondt of Reach Escape Velocity.com– Franklin Mint –  
It is time for a Retrospective on AgilePhilly.  What should AgilePhilly be covering, what benefits matter to you. If you cannot make this session, 
there is a suggestion box at lunch to make a suggestion and to vote on ideas, but there is nothing like seeing the real thing and voting in person. 
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REGISTRATION at TICKETLEAP      https://agilephilly.ticketleap.com/oct-10th-2016-half-day-conference  
 
 

Thanks to those who sponsor us all year long and for the International Agile Tour 
 

             

             

          

        
 
 
Our meeting place this year is Frontline Education.  For 15 years, Frontline Education serves more than 8,500 educational organizations and 
millions of educators, administrators and support personnel.. Providing the best education software solutions in one unified platform, Frontline 
efficiently manages the needs of the education community including Recruiting & Hiring, Absence & Time, Professional Growth and Special 
Education. 

https://agilephilly.ticketleap.com/oct-10th-2016-half-day-conference/
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DCG Software Value helps make software value visible. DCG Software Value is a provider of software analytics, software quality management, 
and Agile development and measurement solutions that helps enable companies to understand the value of their software development initiatives. 
 
Grow-Lean LLC is dedicated to helping individuals, teams and organizations apply agile and lean methods to grow capability, while reducing 
complexity, bureaucracy and burden.  We practice what we preach and live the methods.  
 
Eliassen Group has been an innovative leader in technology staffing for over 25 years and is uniquely poised to help companies accelerate their 
agile adoption rate. They have helped over 200 clients achieve agile adoption through their vast coaching network. 
 
Reach Escape Velocity and coast in free orbit!  Reach E. V. is a company dedicated to Executive/Agile Coaching, Enterprise Agile 
Transformation, Scaled Program Launches, and Team Coaching.  Their motto and philosophy is “We'll help you learn to fish, not just feed you for 
one day reflects the value they deliver daily. 
 
Apple Brook Consulting (ABC) is a local consulting company that specializes in Agile training and coaching around the world.  ABC has been a 
staunch supporter of AgilePhilly for many years.  The next local course for Certified Scrum Master ( CSM ) is January 17-18, 2017.  For a full list, 
check out:  http://www.apple-brook.com/courselist/  
 
 

http://www.apple-brook.com/courselist/

